A prominent feature of physiological signaling paththese same effects may be elicited by several transmitters. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Together, divergence and convergence create ways, in the nervous system and elsewhere, is divergence and convergence. Divergence occurs when an networks of interaction. This is by no means restricted to the cellular level: the elements may be single proelement upstream in the pathway interacts with more than one downstream element, and convergence vice teins, 5, 7 individual neurons in small networks, 8 or large neuronal assemblies in the brain. 9 In a recent article, 10 versa ( Figure 1A ). For example, a single neurotransmitter may act through several second-messenger we examined the functional consequences of divergence and convergence in a simple invertebrate neuropathways to modulate the activity of mutiple types of ion channels in the same target cell, and, conversely, muscular model system. Here we briefly review the principles involved. nal can thus elicit a complex response, using inforgence both degrade specificity, 4, 5, 14 but when the two interact, specificity can be preserved. mation 'stored' in the divergent signaling structure.
However, when physiological circumstances change, Clearly, with a signal dedicated to each effect, without any divergence or convergence at all, a variable the stored information may no longer be appropriate. By itself, divergence permits no flexibility when a difratio of effects can also be achieved, indeed more completely ( Figure 1B ). What then are the advantages of the ferent coupling ratio of the effects, or no coupling at all, might be more advantageous. An additional mechdivergent-convergent scheme? First, to integrate the effects into a unified response, divergence must occur anism is needed to uncouple the effects again, to different degrees, so that the effective coupling is not fixed, at some level in the signaling pathway; in the dedicated scheme it simply occurs prior to the level of the but variable. This can be achieved through modulation by a second signal, for example a second transmitter.
signals A and B. Moving the point of divergence further downstream increases signal economy. At any partiUsually, modulation of this kind is thought of in terms of 'cross-talk' or 'gating' of specific pathway cular level, the divergent-convergent scheme enables each signal to elicit the full complement of effects, and branches. 6, [11] [12] [13] We suggest that a more elegant, general mechanism in many physiological circumstances a single signal will suffice; in the dedicated scheme all signals are for functional uncoupling is in fact automatically provided by convergence. If two signals independently always required. This explanation has also an evolutionary dimension. The dedicated scheme is only elicit a common set of effects, but the effects of each signal are coupled in a different ratio, then combifully effective once all the signals are in place; the divergent-convergent scheme allows evolution of a sinnations of the two signals give ratios of effects that neither signal can produce alone; in general all intergle signal that is already fully functional, followed by others as needed. Finally, the points of convergence mediate ratios are possible. The coupled effects are thus functionally uncoupled.
offer opportunities for superimposition of higher-order synergistic interactions, which we have not considered This is illustrated in Figure 1C . Signal A elicits effect X strongly but effect Y weakly, and signal B the conhere. Against these advantages, the dedicated scheme offers full coverage of the space of effects and signal verse. (Ready generalization can be made to more than two signals or effects.) Using simple rules embodying specificity. But not all regions of the space are likely to be important and, as we have seen, specificity can this divergence and convergence (see legend), the plots show how a regular grid of A:B combinations maps into also re-emerge out of complex divergent-convergent interactions. the space of X:Y ratios. Details differ depending on what inequalities of coupling are assumed, but always
The principles that we have discussed here depend only on the abstract, formal properties of divergence A and B alone give only one-dimensional lines or curves of X:Y ratios, whereas combinations of A and B and convergence, and might thus be expected to apply in any signaling system with those properties. In our fill the whole two-dimensional space of intermediate ratios. Thus there are very many ratios (for instance, ț article, 10 we showed how they operate in a well-understood invertebrate neuromuscular model system, the in C, left) that cannot be reached with A or B alone, but only with A and B in combination.
ARC-muscle system of Aplysia. One attraction of this simple system is that cellular-level events have With additional layers of divergence and convergence, more complex transformations are possible immediate behavioral significance. Thus, we showed how combinatorial firing of two motorneurons and ( Figure 1D ). In particular, some A:B combinations can give X:Y ratios more extreme than those given by A or consequent release of different combinations of two families of modulatory peptide transmitters, through a B alone (functional synergism, even though the individual interactions are not synergistic), and some X:Y divergent-convergent network of second-messenger actions on ion channels and other processes in the ratios can be obtained with multiple A:B combinations. Most interestingly, over some part of the space, the muscle, modifies the amplitude : relaxation-rate ratio of the muscle's contractions over a wide, behaviorally divergent and convergent linkages can become effectively disconnected, so that each effect becomes indeadvantageous range. In view of the widespread divergence and convergence documented in cellular sigpendently controllable by just one signal, and each signal is tuned to produce just one effect. This happens, naling networks of this kind [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and in neuronal networks, 8 many comparable examples are likely to be for instance, in the central area of the plot in D, where A (in the presence of a fixed amount of B) comes to found there. Others may be found in specific functional areas where quantitative processing of combinatorial control almost entirely just X, and B (in the presence of a fixed amount of A) just Y (crossed arrows). This signals is thought to play a key role. These include regulation of gene networks by transcription factors, [14] [15] [16] phenomenon effectively underscores the broader concept inherent in this work, that the 'meaning' of a sigdecoding of positional information in development and formation of specific neural connections and nal is not fixed, but depends on the 'context' of other signals. In D, even though B by itself controls mainly maps, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and olfactory coding. 21, 22 Formally similar principles can even be applied to questions at the X, B in the presence of a small amount of A controls Y.
Such tuning has broader implications for specificity boundaries of behavior, ethology, and evolutionary theory, for example problems of optimal food choice. 23 in signaling pathways. Alone, divergence and conver- 
